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From the Editor
We are very proud of this issue of Celtic Guide. We have four
returning authors and two new authors, both hailing from Scotland.
This issue is twice the size of our first issue and this is just what I
had envisioned when I first started this online magazine.
The focus for May is on Celtic mysteries. This is a broad enough theme that
just one issue of Celtic Guide could never completely cover it, yet here are at least a
handful of good tales to excite the mind. We will stir this pot again in the future.
One of the mysteries that has made the world wonder, through the years, is
the question of who might have made it to America first. Christopher Columbus, of
course, is typically credited with that feat, although research has proven that others
from Polynesia, Siberia and perhaps even Europe, made it to American shores long
before Columbus. The question is really - Who brought the attention of a new land in
the west to the “modern” world? Even in this search, we have at least three contenders
who predate Columbus - St. Brendan of Ireland, Henry Sinclair of Scotland, and
Leif Ericson from the land of the Viking.
Author Crichton Miller returns with a theory on how St. Brendan (and
potentially these other early explorers) could have reached America using the Celtic
Cross device. This is somewhat substantiated in another book on the Vikings, which
eludes to early explorers using some type of “unknown” navigational aid. I fill in the
story on Sinclair and Ericson, in a separate article.
Another story we’ll explore is Dunscaith Castle, one of the more legendary
Scottish castles, which also plays a huge role in Irish mythology. We feature an
article written by a new author, Rebecca Knowles, of Scotland, who is leading an
effort that will bring much more attention to this castle, a drawing of which is shown
on our front cover this month.
Romance writer Victoria Roberts returns with her Scottish myths and legends,
as does Kristin Olsen with her special take on the Hill of Tara. Plus, we have another
new author from Scotland, Albert Thomson, who will share a mystery surrounding
the Battle of Red Harlaw. We’ll cover that significant battle in our July issue and
Albert will be back to help that cause.
Top this all off with an article on Second Sight in the Highlands and we have
a pretty well-rounded and magical issue awaiting you.
We continue to draw interest from many sources, and I continue to be happy
with the progress and enthusiasm that so many have shown for our adventure.
Thanks to all the authors and to the readers of the Celtic Guide.

Jim McQuiston
Editor & Publisher

http://www.celticguide.com • celticguide@gmail.com

To the Celtic Guide:
On Thursday April 12th, 2012, the New York
City St Patrick’s Parade Committee was honored
to be included in this year’s “Irish Small Business
50”, which recognizes a group of entrepreneurs
and business leaders who form the backbone of
the American economy. The event, sponsored by
the Irish Echo and Tourism Ireland was hosted
at The Manhattan Club at Rosie O’Grady’s, 800
Seventh Avenue, in Manhattan.
Approximately $4.5 billion is spent on St
Patrick’s Day in the US according to research by
“BigInsight”, and a quarter of that $4.5 billion is
spent in the Tri-State area, thanks in large part
to the New York City St Patrick’s Day Parade
Committee who has organized and run the Parade
for the past 250 years.
The revenue generated by the Parade is so
large that it is the second largest tax generation
period for the City of New York after Black Friday
and Cyber Monday. “The impact on New York is
around $250 million in tax revenue, estimates
Hilary Beirne, Executive Secretary of the parade,”
in the article “The Real Cost of Celebrating St.
Patrick’s Day” published March 14th 2012 on
Bloomberg. “This revenue is generated annually
largely by efforts of the committee for the city,
at no cost to the taxpayers of the City or State”,
Beirne stated.
Under the Chairmanship of John Dunleavy, this
“not for profit” 501(c)(3) organization annually
raises the necessary funds from the general public
(in excess of $800,000) for the Parade while
receiving no public funding. In addition to running
the logistics of the largest Parade in the world,
the committee is responsible for the production
of a four hour live television/webcast from Fifth
Ave. During the year, the committee hosts many
fund raising events including two receptions, a
gala, and various press announcements.

The Grand Marshal announcement is attended
by over 500 annually and is one of the largest
press announcement in New York and a must to
attend event in the calendar of prominent Irish
Americans. In 2011 the committee published a
book celebrating 250 years of Irish Heritage and
Culture in New York City.
The Parade is recognized by the New York
Stock Exchange and the American Stock Exchange
(now owned by NYSE) for its endeavors and
contribution towards the financial stability of the
city and the thousands of jobs it helps sustain in
New York City as a result of the influx of over
200,000 marching participants and 2 million
spectators every March 17th. The Grand Marshal
and committee members ring the opening bell at
the stock exchange the week of March 17th in
reorganization of this and as the “kick off” to the
celebration at the exchange for St Patrick’s Day.
The ring of the bell is watched world wide by 150
million people daily.
Interested folks can purchase an authorized
DVD of the New York City St. Patrick’s Day
Parade at www.ParadeDVDs.com.
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Hilary Beirne,
Executive Secretary
New York City
St. Patrick’s Day Parade

“….Building a Castle in the Skye”

by Rebecca Knowles, LPCC
Journey through the portal of time…
Beyond the boundaries of ordinary awareness…
To a magical place of power!

EDITOR’S NOTE

Dunscaith Castle, a portion of which is
shown on our Celtic Guide cover, makes
a strong appearance in both Irish/Celtic
mythology and later in Scottish history, as
the seat of the MacDonalds of Sleat.
A few centuries in the past, it was
captured by the MacLeods and occupied
by the MacAskills, until recaptured by the
MacDonalds.
An accompanying story tells of the
strange MacAskill/MacDonald mystery that
surrounds the castle.
The article you are reading, provided by
Rebecca Knowles, a Licensed Professional
Clinical Counselor from Scotland, recounts
some of the ancient Celtic history of the
castle, as well as potential plans to use it as
an inspiration for a learning center.
This is a journey like no other . . . a journey
into the substance of your soul. The destination:
Freedom... from all you have previously been,
and all you have previously known…

Do you dare to go…?!

It starts with a geographical trip. There will
be monsters and sorcerers; faeries and fearsome
warriors, strange and mysterious happenings…
Are you ready…? Then let us begin…
Our journey starts by heading south down
the west bank of Loch Ness, in the Highlands of
Scotland, world renowned for the uncertain terror
that waits beneath its deceptive stillness and
stunning views. Some ways beyond the ruins of
Castle Urquhart, the road takes a right turn and
soon hugs the banks of Loch Cluanie; another
classic Highland beauty. We are not alone!

The Five Sisters of Kintail, (shown above)
oversee our passage. The story behind these great
Munros is that a certain highland chief once had
seven daughters. Two were wed to Irish brothers
and left the Highlands for their new home. The
brothers had five more male siblings back home in
Ireland, who they promised would come and take
the other five sisters as their brides. Time passed,
and none came. The Witch of Kintail turned the
five hopeful maidens into these great Munros so
as to preserve their beauty in the comely contours
of nature.
As we continue to journey west, we enter the
picturesque Glen of Shiel; it’s beauty haunted
by the ghosts of the 1719 battle during which
the Scottish hero Rob Roy MacGregor, amongst
others, was severely wounded in a single attempt
to defeat the English army and restore the Stuart
monarchy. The Jacobite/Spanish alliance was
crushed, but Freedom still whispers to the Wind
in the silence of the Glen…
Further on, and rounding a bend in the road,
one of the most photographed castles in the world
comes into view: Eilean Donan. This breathtaking
castle floats at high tide off the bank of Loch
Duich. Dating back to the 6th century, destroyed
the same year as the battle of Glenshiel, the
restoration of Eilean Donan began in 1919 and
took some twenty years to complete.
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At left: Eilean Donan Castle sits on the shore just before the bridge to Skye. Rebuilt by 1932, after some
destruction in a Jacobite rebellion of 1719, the castle was spared a much worse fate when King James
began his “daunting of the Isles” with the use of ship’s cannons, in 1505. Clan Donald tells us, “he saw that
an attack by sea was the best way to make progress against the Islemen, and a naval force was dispatched
under Sir Andrew Wood and Robert Largo.” Three castles were spared - Armadale, which sat too far from
the coast to be bombarded, Eilean Donan, which was a favorite for the king to claim as residence when in
the Isles, and Strome Castle. Virtually all other seaside castles, built only to withstand arrows, fell victim to
the king’s gunpowder and cannon shot. At right: The ruins of Dunscaith Castle, one such victim, located on
the Sleat Peninsula of the Isle of Skye, and abandoned by the MacDonald Clan in 1505.

So on we go…our destination ever closer. Just
a few more miles down the road we reach the
Skye bridge, and cross over to the magical Isle of
Skye, known as the “Isle of Shadows.”
Heading for the western shore of the island’s
most southern peninsula, Sleat, our anticipation
grows. Turning a corner after a steep incline,
suddenly . . . there it is!
On a mound, overlooking Ob Gavscavaig
(Whale Bay), is the legendary ruin of Dunscaith
Castle, once the fortress of a great Warrior Queen
by the name of Sgathaich (“Sky-ah”). Druidess,
prophetess, symbol of female independence, and
the guardian of people who sought to realize their
limitless potential, Queen Sgathaich was probably
most famous for her martial artistry. Men flocked
from all over Gaul to train under her. Was she
human or divine? Witch or faerie? The legend is
inconclusive, but it seems that her powers were
beyond earthly.
Her most renowned student was undoubtedly
Cuchulainn, the “Hound of Ulster”, who travelled
to Sgathaich’s fortress on the Isle of Skye to learn
the art of warcraft.
One story tells of the formidable pair fighting,
one against the other, in the Black Cuillin Hills.
For three days and three nights, neither one could

prevail against the other. Finally, in a desperate
attempt to make the well-matched heroes stop,
Sgathaich’s daughter roasted hazelnuts at the base
of the mountain until the tempting aroma drew
down the famished warriors.
Dunscaith had a mystical beginning…it was
said to have been created in a single night, by a
witch or faerie:
“All night the witch sang and the castle grew
up from the rock with tower and turrets crowned;
All night she sang, when fell the morning dew,
‘twas finished round and round”
Today, although the stones of Dunscaith lie
scattered, its spirit is far from in ruins…
A twentyfirst century
v i s i o n a r y,
Rebecca
Knowles,
well trained
in both the
fighting and
healing arts,
has had a
s p i r i t u a l Rebecca Knowles and Vincent Feuvrier
connection with the Isle of Skye for more than thirty
years. Rebecca, and her partner, Vincent Feuvrier,
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share the vision of the recreation of Dunscaith, not
as a center for training in physical combat, but as a
center for the growth and development of spiritual
warriors.
It is now widely accepted, across many
paths, that the next stage in human evolution
is a spiritual awakening, a transformation of
consciousness. This is seen as the next, necessary
step for humankind, not only for personal peace
and happiness, but to end the widespread hate and
violence endemic in our world.
Dunscaith is undoubtedly a powerful place,
one from which such transformations could arise
and emanate; a place where great teachers and
students from all over the world could come to
discover and connect with their limitless potential

Mission Statement

To hold a space for all of us to go beyond
the boundaries of ordinary awareness, to
connect with our limitless potential and
power, to become conduits for Peace,
Harmony, Laughter, and Knowledge to the
whole world
and power. Dunscaith reborn is envisioned as a
beacon of light to the whole world...
For further information on the Dunscaith
project, or to become a sponsor, please contact
Rebecca and Vincent at -

dunscaithinfo@gmail.com

At left: Dunscaith as it appears today, not much
more than a shadow of its former self, yet steeped
in Celtic mystery.
Below: This artist’s rendition of the original castle
is based on measurements at the scene, along
with information gained from archeological
exploration and ancient descriptions.
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A Dunscaith Mystery! by Jim McQuiston

I happened to have studied Dunscaith Castle
for over four decades as it was the birthplace of
my own family’s name. I’ve visited it in person
a few times, and have written a fair amount on
it, already. Below is one of the more interesting
mysteries involving this ancient site.
Archeologists have determined that the current
remains were constructed around the 14th century
over top of at least one previous medieval castle
and an even more-ancient dun or fort, perhaps
from the Viking era or perhaps built by the Picts.
The earliest version of Dunscaith must be the
castle described in the old Irish legends.
At least from 1395 until 1401, Dunscaith Castle
belonged to Clan Donald. It was most likely rebuilt
during this period. At some point it was taken from
them by Clan MacLeod and held briefly by the
MacAskills, allies of the MacLeods.
The MacAskills are descended from Askill, the
last Norse Viking King of Dublin, who may have
fled and taken refuge on the Isle of Man (probably
beginning the enduring association between those
who became the MacLeods and those who became
the MacAskills).
The MacAskills of Rudh an Dunain, by Alisdair
Roderick Murray, 1998, tells us “Skye at the time
of Askill was part of a Viking kingdom and was
governed from Dunvegan by the MacCrailts. In
about 1230 an heiress of the house married Leod,
reputed son of Olave the Black, Viking Earl of
Man.” It was this marriage that established the
MacAskill/MacLeod alliance, and established the
MacLeods as a powerhouse on Skye.
The castle was recaptured by the MacDonalds
sometime in the 15th century, most likely by Hugh
MacDonald (Uisdean in Gaelic), first Chief of
Sleat, when he was given title to it in 1469. It is
then that this mysterious legend begins!
In much of the literature of the Isles, the
MacAskill family members are referred to as
“great or savage warriors” and “notable for their
strength and prominent stature.”
As the story goes, the MacDonald’s knowing of

the legends surrounding the family, planned their
raid very carefully. Not daring to confront “Black
Donald” MacAskill in open battle, they descended
upon the castle under the cloak of darkness and
fell upon the McAskills as they slept.
When the sun rose the next morning, Dunscaith
was in the hands of the MacDonalds and the Black
Donald was dead.
The skirmish had been a bloody and terrifying
affair, with the McAskill children running from the
castle into the dark Woods of Torkavaig (the grove
of the Druids) their screams echoing in the cold
night air as they were ridden down by MacDonald
clansmen. One of the few survivors was Black
Donald’s youngest daughter, Mary McAskill, only
thirteen at the time of the attack, but old enough
to know of the horror of clan rivalry – and of
revenge.
The legend says that Mary hid in a rotted out
log in the woods for three days and nights before
gaining the courage to join the rest of the surviving
family in Glen Brittle. It is speculated that it was
during those three days, cramped and freezing in
the wet stink of the dead tree, that she planned her
revenge on the MacDonalds. Some say that she
was protected by the Sidhe (the fairies) and it was
they that whispered the plot in her young ear.
Mary, a very patient girl, waited for three years
until she turned fifteen, before setting the plan in
motion. She had blossomed into a fine beauty with
flaxen hair that swung to her hips while her eyes
stayed the dark brown of her youth. In order to be
successful she needed to change her appearance.
So not to be recognized, she sheared her locks to
above her ears and dyed it the color of her eyes –
the color of rotting wood.
According to the Clan MacAskill tradition,
once ready, she journeyed back to Dunscaith, back
thru the woods of Torkavaig, back to the place
where her father had been stabbed repeatedly
in his sleep, three years earlier. Knocking at the
door of the castle, Mary advised she was there to
apply for the position of housekeeper which the
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MacDonalds had advertised. Mary dazzled the
MacDonalds with her sweet smile and beauty and
she was quickly employed.
Patient again, Mary worked tirelessly for the
MacDonalds, going above and beyond her duties
and soon endeared herself to them.
Before long, Mary had so gained their trust that
she was promoted to work in the nursery, as nanny
to the MacDonald children. Years passed. Mary
nursed and entertained the young MacDonald
children day in and day out. With no one the least
bit suspicious of the kind girl.
One day, the MacDonalds being in the thralls
of yet another land dispute, gathered all the Clan
(women and men) to fight in a nearby battle with
the MacLeods. As an encroaching storm gathered
over the Isles and the sea began to churn under a
cold wind, Mary saw her chance.
She awoke the children and escorted them to
the tower, advising the guard that she was uneasy
and felt they would be safer there, under lock and
key. There the children fell back asleep while
Mary undoubtably contemplated her impending
revenge.
Softly, as not to wake the older children, she
walked to the east window, opened it and tossed
the baby out of the window onto the rocks below.
Slowly, she picked up the sleeping children
one by one and threw them from the tower into the
storm to their inevitable demise. Not one of them
so much as let out a sound, completely trusting the
arms of their beloved nanny.
When the deed was done, Mary, walked out of
the tower, passed the guards and out of the castle.
One guard, curious that she should go out in such
a storm, followed her and watched as she walked
barefoot into the woods and disappeared.
Mary, was never seen nor heard of again.
When word spread through Skye of the
horrible crime, the countryside was mortified.
The McAskills, who were never known for being
squeamish, were the most shocked. How could
any woman care and love children as her own for
years, feed them and dress them only to murder
them!? This was an evil even they could not

comprehend. For decades afterward, the McAskills
and MacLeods were careful not to name any of
their girls Mary, lest she grow up with the same
inclinations.
All of Hugh or Uisdean MacDonald’s children
seem to be accounted for. We know he had six sons
by six different women. He also had a daughter.
However, Hugh’s first son, John, written of
as Ian MacUisdean, John MacHuistean and John
Makhuchone, is always said to have died leaving
no progeny.
Though this is written of firmly in a few separate
old documents, including Clan Donald records, it
seems odd, in a time when men, especially leaders
of clans, had many children, and almost as often
by more than one wife or concubine, these writers
seem absolute in reporting John left no children to
follow him.
The certainty of this statement could be
explained very easily if, in fact, it was John’s
children who were thrown off the castle walls.
Based on the timing of John’s birth (likely
between 1455 and 1459) and the likely time of the
MacDonald raid, sometime after 1469, it is entirely
possible that John did have several children before
Mary decided to wreak her revenge, a number of
years later.
John is known to have lived with his father in
his early years and his father did live at Dunscaith.
John was definitely living at Dunscaith at the end
of his life.
Most historians would admit that legends have
a ring of truth to them, even if a few details here
and there are missing or inaccurate.
Since we know the MacAskill family has the
“Mary” tradition of all the MacDonald children
being killed, since we know that historians are
adamant that John left no progeny behind, in an
era when his contemporaries were leaving many
legitimate, illegitimate, and unconfirmed children
behind, and since we know John MacUisdean
MacDonald was living at Castle Dunscaith during
this period, it seems almost certain that it was his
children who met their stormy, dreadful fate on the
rocks below Dunscaith Castle.
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by Cass & Deborah Wright

Lockhart

This family, originally bearing the surname
of Locard, were Britons, arriving in Scotland
displaced by the wave of Normans migrating
northward in the century after their conquest of
England in 1066; the Locards came by a westerly
route, settling mainly in Lanark and Ayrshire
where the towns of Symington and Stevenston
remain to mark their past influence, and even
today, the name of “Lockhart” is found throughout
the region.
The Locard family’s evolution to its more
unique & colorful surname, though, derives not
from random spelling changes, nor from lakes or
deer, but rather due to the exploits of one Symon,
2nd of Lee, who won fame for himself fighting
alongside Robert the Bruce, and was knighted for
his heroism and loyalty.
Many years later, Sir Symon of Lee
was one of the knights accompanying
“Good Sir James”, Lord of Douglas,
when he sought to take the preserved
heart of Robert the Bruce on crusade to
Jerusalem in 1329, in atonement; it was
Sir Symon who rode beside Sir James,
bearing the key to that little iron box,
hung from a cord around his neck, over
his own heart.
It was also Sir Symon, who rallied
the force to recover the Bruce’s casketed
heart from the trampled battlefield
where Douglas was waylaid by a force
of bloodthirsty Moors in 1330, an attack
which cost Sir James, and most of his
retainers, their lives.
Symon Locard of Lee, having rescued
the Bruce’s heart, and battling his way
through the Infidels, persevered to carry

the casket from Spain back home to Scotland,
returning it to the Bruce’s son, David II.
Greatly moved by such patriotism and devotion,
the King, proclaimed that Henceforth, in award
for his signal service to Crown & Country, Sir
Symon would evermore bear arms showing “a
heart within a fetterlock”; to commemorate so
distinguished an honor, Symon altered his family
surname from Locard to Lockhart, and topped
the old Lee crest of a fiercely tushed boar’s head
with the new clan motto of: Corda Serrata Pando
- “I open locked hearts”.
But the Bruce’s heart was not the only treasure
that was brought back to Scotland from Spain; at
the battle of Teba, Sir Symon captured a Moorish
Emir, and received from the man’s mother, as
a part of the ransom, an amulet, or stone with
healing powers.
Sir Symon was told that the stone was “a
sovereign remedy against bleeding and fever,
the bite of a mad dog, and sickness in horses and
cattle”.
The stone was ‘dark red in color and triangular
in shape’ was later set in a silver coin which has
been identified as a four penny piece, from the
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Lockhart Tartan and Shield

Cross called Cawlo Cross
in name of blench ferme
only.” The Crown Charter
in which this peculiar
reddendum first appeared
is dated 13th March, 1508,
and was granted by King
James lV, to John Lockhart,
3rd of Somerville.The
seventh Laird was knighted
by James IV. His grandson,
Alan, the 9th Laird of
Lockhart, was sentenced
to the block for what was
termed the slaughter of
David and Ralph Weir, of
the family with whom the
had vigorously
SCOTLAND Lockharts
& continually feuded. His
reign of Edward IV. Called “The Lee Penny”, it Ayr & Symington sentence was revoked, and
he received a ‘remission’ in
is kept in a gold snuffbox, which was a gift from
the year 1541.
Maria Theresa, Empress of Austria to her general,
EDITOR’S NOTE: When Sir James Douglas
Count James Lockhart in 1789.
Such is the belief in the stone’s powers that a and Symon Locard of Lee took Bruce’s heart to
descendant of Sir Symon, Sir James Lockhart of the Holy land, they found themselves under attack.
Lee, was charged with sorcery, an offense which Douglas took the heart, held it by a chain, swung
could have carried the death penalty. However, it around his head like a hammer and hurled it
after examining the accused, the Synod of the into the fray, charging in after it and screaming at
Church of Scotland, dismissed the case, stating: the top of his voice, “Lead on Braveheart, as thou
”the custom is only to cast a stone in some water dost!” Bruce was the original Braveheart and this
and give diseased cattle thereof to drink and the title was bestowed on William Wallace due only to
same is done without using any words in unlawful the Braveheart movie.
practice . . (etc) . .” The fame of the Lee Penny
This material is just a sampling of one of
spread through Scotland and Northern England,
the 60 clan names and legends appearing
there being many recorded occasions when it was
in the upcoming book employed with apparent success; it remains in the
Lockhart family to this day.
The lands and barony of Carnwath are
held direct to the Crown, and under the Crown
by Cass & Deborah Wright
Charters, the Crown Vassal (always a Lockhart)
is bound by the reddendum, or rent clause, to pay:
Follow future issues of Celtic Guide for
“One pair of hose containing half an ell of English
further information about publication
cloth at the Feast of St. John the Baptist, called
details. . . . and thank you for joining us
Midsummer, to the man running most quickly
at the hearth !
- DW
from the East end of the town of Carnwath to the
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Who discovered America?
There has been ample evidence found that
various parts of America were settled thousands
of years ago by travelers from Siberia, from
Polynesia and Japan, and from Europe (the socalled Clovis people.)
The more significant question is - Who
discovered America and brought that knowledge
back to what was then referred to as the “known
world?”
The Irish, Scots and Vikings lay claim to this
honor long before Christopher Columbus set sail
westward. Belief in these tales depends on scanty
evidence, traditional ancient histories, and on a
dose of common sense.
All three of these races lived as much on the
water as on the land. Water was the easiest form
of transportation for them, as there were few
roads. Sailing skills were honed to perfection
by everyday sailors, and crafts were built to
withstand the wild waters of the North and Irish
Seas, and would certainly have stood up to the
open ocean along the trail of large islands from
east to west, a trail still used by many transatlantic
airplane flights to allow for emergency landings
on solid ground if needed.
Often it is imagined that these early sailors
were heading off into some unknown world,
when, in fact, generations within their families
had spent time on the water, watching the stars,
the winds and wave motions, the sun and other
subtle hints to know where they were headed.
From Ireland, St. Brendan is said to have set
sail for America around 512-530 AD.
From Norway, Leif Ericson is said to have
reached American soil about the year 1,000
AD. By 1075, his “Vinland,” as he called it, is
mentioned in Norse sagas.
From Scotland, Henry Sinclair, part Scottish
and part Viking, himself, is said to have made the
trip around 1400 AD.
Brendan’s story will be told by Crichton
Miller, elsewhere in this issue of Celtic Guide.

by Jim McQuiston

For now I will focus on the Henry Sinclair
and Leif Ericson stories.
Just as the Celts of the Alpine region of Europe
were forced north to Ireland, Scotland and Wales,
by the expanding Roman empire, other tribes
were forced from their homes in an Asian city,
into the Scandinavian countries under their
leader Odin. The name Odin was also written as
Woden in Old English and from his name comes
our weekday of Wednesday.
In fact, four out of the seven days of the week
are named for Norse or Viking gods or goddesses,
the other three being named for celestial objects:
Saturday - Saturn; Sunday - the Sun; Monday - the
Moon; Tuesday - the Norse god Tyr; Wednesday
- the Norse leader/god Odin or Woden; Thursday
- the Norse god Thor; and Friday - for Freya, the
Norse goddess and wife of Odin. Though Odin
was apparently an actual human being, he went
on to become revered as a Scandinavian god.
The fact that the western world uses these
Norse roots for their weekday names shows
just how dramatic the Viking effect was on the
British Isles, and eventually on America and
other English speaking lands.
And just as there is speculation that the Celts
originated from the lost Israeli tribe of Dan, it has
been conjectured that the Scandinavians came
from the lost tribe of Benjamin.
Josephus, an historian from A.D. 70, wrote in
his “Antiquities of the Jews” that -“...wherefore
there are but two tribes in Asia and Europe
subject to the Romans, while the ten tribes are
beyond the Euphrates until now (A.D. 70) and
are an immense multitude...”
This is the only clue we have of where the
two lost tribes may have wandered, and since the
Scandinavians are said to have come out of Asia,
and the Celts out of Europe, it seems very easy to
accept that the lost tribe of Dan ended up in the
Celtic countries and the lost tribe of Benjamin
ended up in the Scandinavian countries.
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The pieces of this puzzle fit together fairly
nicely, without a lot of struggle –
The Israelis record the two lost tribes of Dan
and Benjamin. Josephus records two tribes, one
in Asia and one in Europe. Caesar, by his own
account, drove the Celts out of the Alps, killing
over one million of them along the way.
Some Celts continue to believe they were once
Israeli and an abundance of locations in Ireland
and Scotland carried the name Dan in them in
some form or another.
The Scandinavians came out of Asia, where
the other lost tribe was supposed to be, and they,
too, were driven north by the Roman Empire.
There’s not much of a contradicting history
to argue with at this point, though there may be
other theories out there. Regardless, these two
cultures interacted many times in Celtic history.
Those Scandinavians who chose to raid other
lands took on the name Viking. This comes from
the term i viking, similar to “a viking we will go.”
Viking, in turn, comes from the word vik, which

meant bay or inlet, generally the area where the
Vikings would attack. Not all Scandinavians were
Vikings, but for our purposes I will be referring
to this race as Vikings since the main characters
in this story were in fact i viking their way across
the ocean.
Vikings first attacked the British Isles and
then moved on, often as explorers, to Iceland and
Greenland. From Greenland, there is considerable
evidence that they reached the shores of North
America under Leif Ericson and later under other
Viking leaders.
It has to be said that, not only were the
Scandinavians driven from their Eurasian homes
but were pursued relentlessly for centuries by
non-Pagan forces. For them to finally turn on
these other countries, once they had the means to
do so, is not that much of a surprise.
This probably explains why monasteries were
one of the main targets of Viking raids, along with
the fact that they were not often well-defended
and usually had incredible riches within.

http://www.freensoreidharlaw.com
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We often refer to the Vikings in the Celtic
Guide, and that may seem odd at first, since this is
a magazine about Celts, but it also has to be said
that few Celtic countries escaped being raided
by, intermarried with, and eventually combining
with the Vikings. Many towns in Ireland, for
instance, carry Viking names. In Scotland, many
clans claim Viking/Scots origin, particularly the
island clans like the MacLeods and MacDonalds.
The recent fad of DNA testing has shown heavy
Norwegian influence in what were traditionally
thought of as Scottish families.
If the Tribes of Dan and Benjamin legends are
true, it may be that these two cultures had similar
parallel, intertwining histories right along, and
are of a very similar origin and culture.
What allowed the Vikings to leave their land
of refuge in Norway, Sweden and Denmark, was
their development of a ship that could travel fast,
carry a heavy load, be powered by either sails or
oars, and remain stable in rough waters. This is
what allowed them to raid the British Isles, move

on to Greenland and Iceland, and most likely
reach America.
The speed and agility, yet small size of these
Viking craft allowed them to hit the shoreline
often much faster than their enemy could prepare.
They could also hide along the rugged shore.
In Ireland, near the Giant’s Causeway, I was
shown an area where it is reported that Viking
ships were able to hide behind a large rock
outcropping, and
still be essentially
right on the Irish
shoreline.
Carrick-a-Rede
rope bridge near the
Giant’s Causeway,
reveals one of many
coastal hideways a
shallow-drafted
Viking ship could
hide in just before a
raid was made.

Celts in the Yukon?
People of Celtic blood played some of the more substantial
roles in exploring the Yukon River Valley and other parts of Alaska and
Northwest Canada. The three books shown here have been written by
some pretty darn good Yukon River historians.
• Book one Trailblazers is by Rod Perry, most likely the world’s expert
on the Iditarod race. Rod has been with the race since its beginning.
He also produced a feature movie in Alaska. You can find out more
about Rod’s work at http://www.rodperry.com.
• The second book All That Glitters was written by Ed and Star Jones
and is principally about the Frenchman Joe Ladue. These folks are
two of the premier historians for Alaska and Yukon. Their stories are
as authentic as it gets. Their book is on http://www.amazon.com.
• Finally, Celtic Guide publisher, Jim McQuiston, presents some
great history of the Father of Alaska, Father of the Yukon, along with
substantial information on the 25 years BEFORE the Klondike gold
rush. His book Captain Jack is available on amazon.com and other
book sites, with more info at http://www.fatheroftheyukon.com.
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Viking burial ships were found at Gokstad and
Oseberghide in Norway. The Gokstad excavation
is shown above and the rebuilt ship is shown to
the right. These and other uncovered ships, along
with carvings on stone have given us a wonderful
idea of the type of Viking craft that may have
made it to America long before Columbus. The
Scot, Henry Sinclair, may have used a similar
boat, as the island and northern Scotland clans
had heavy Viking influence and were known to
also have fast-moving boats.
Just recently, a ship building port was found,
through aerial photography, along the Isle of
Skye, and has been attributed to Vikings or
perhaps Viking-Scoto clans.

Above: One of several stone carvings
depicting the nature of a Viking ship.

The story of Leif Ericson’s possible voyage
to America is known to most school children. In
a nutshell, Leif’s grandfather had been banished
from Norway and took refuge in Iceland. Leif’s
father was then banished from Iceland and moved
on to Greenland. Around the year 999, Leif
returned to Norway to seek forgiveness for his
family. He was sent back to Greenland to bring
Christianity to the isolated Vikings living there.
Once back in Greenland, Leif heard tales of a
land found, or at least seen to the west. He set off
with 35 men and landed first at a place he called
Helluland or “Flat-Rock Land” - possibly Baffin
Island. He landed the second time in a forested
area he named Markland or “Forest Land” possibly Labrador. Finally, after two more days
at sea, he landed in a place he named Vinland or
Wineland because of the many wild grapes that
grew there. This is believed to have been located
at the northern tip of Newfoundland. From there,
Leif’s crew, and later Viking crews, may have
spread across a wide area of America.
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This Celtic Guide drawing, made from a painting in the Oslo Museum, is meant to represent the
moment when Leif Ericson first pointed out America to his crew, just off northeastern Canada.

Several ruins have been found along America’s
east coast, and even a few much further inland, that
have been attributed to early Viking settlements,
and in some cases to settlements possibly made
by Henry Sinclair a few centuries later.
Sinclair’s voyage to America has less proof
and perhaps less backing than that of Ericson.
As the Earl of Orkney, Henry Sinclair owed
allegiance to Norway not to Scotland. In the year
2000, while in a pub on the outer edge of the
Isle of Skye, I overheard some Skye fishermen
speaking of Orkney fishermen as if they were
still foreigners, stating that the Orcadians still
considered themselves Viking or Norwegian.

Henry’s grandson rebuilt the famous and
mysterious Rosslyn Chapel, which is said, by
some, to contain carvings depicting plants from
America, carved several years before Columbus’s
voyage. Others say this is not so. In fact most
proof offered as to Sinclair’s voyage is scoffed at
by non-believers, whereas Leif’s is accepted.
Meanwhile, there are ruins, artifacts and
carvings across America, from Massachusetts to
Minnesota, that keep us all guessing.

These weapons were found in Canada and
have been identified as true Viking artifacts,
supporting the Ericson story. They are housed
at the University of Toronto.
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Several ruins have been found along America’s
east coast (and even a few further inland) that
have been attributed to early Viking settlements,
and in some cases to settlements possibly made
by Henry Sinclair, a few centuries later.
One such ruin is the Westford Knight, an
apparent medieval knight carved on a stone
in Westford, Massachusetts. It is thought to
represent the knight Sir James Gunn. The Gunn
family lived in the Caithness area of Scotland
near where the Sinclairs also lived.
Another is the Newport Tower, located in
Newport, Rhode Island. This round tower is
built in a similar fashion to Knights Templar
towers throughout Europe. Considering these
early explorers (if in fact they were Sinclair
men associated with the Knights Templar)
would have had far less sophisticated tools and
materials at hand, the tower is still, none-the-less,
impressive.
While studies have proven the materials to be
similar to those of much later construction, all the
materials would have still been of local origin, so
this really proves nothing.
In 1837, the Danish archaeologist, Carl
Christian Rafn in his book Antiquitates
Americanæ, partly based on his research of the
inscriptions on the Dighton Rock near the mouth
of the Taunton River, proposed a Viking origin
for the tower. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow
mentioned the Norse-origin theory of the tower
in his poem “The Skeleton in Armor”.
Phillip Ainsworth Means, an archaeologist
whose speciality was Latin America, attempted
to compile all known evidence surrounding the
tower to date in his 1942 book The Newport
Tower. He also felt it was of Norse origin.
Other theorists attribute the tower to Henry
Sinclair and his men. One interesting feature,
often pointed to as proof that the tower had a
special meaning is that four of its eight sides
point directly at the four directions of North, East,
South and West, not something a casual builder
would incorporate in a hay barn or any of the
other mundane reason put forth for the tower’s
construction.

Shown below, a plaque has been placed near the
Westford Knight carved stone speaking of Henry
Sinclair’s trip to America. Below that is shown
the Newport Tower, attributed to either Viking
or Sinclair related construction. These legends
are kept alive through books and televison
documentaries . . . and still tease the mind.
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Brendan the Navigator

&

the Working Celtic Cross

By Crichton E M Miller © July 2002

Photographs by Maureen Palmer ©2002

The Voyage of St. Brendan

©2002 A poem by Crichton E M Miller

Far across the distant horizon, over mighty oceans lie
the promised lands
Passed in legend from the mouth to mouth
down the ages
by the ancient sages
who sang in spirit and in mind
Lost voices whispering on the breeze of time call to
me to hear their ghostly choir
Oh aches my heart to sail the seas, on wind and tide
With knowledge of the stars and Cross,
as Brendan did
When first he heard this timeless song and gazed
across the western sea
long, long ago.
in an ancient Celtic land.

This is the embarkation point of Saint Brendan the
Navigator when he set sail for America from Ireland
over 1,400 years ago.

Did Brendan the Navigator have knowledge of the real working Celtic cross?

Brendan the Navigator is a legend amongst
the Irish and Celtic people for many reasons.
There are many people throughout the world
who would like to see more evidence that the
transatlantic voyages of St. Brendan could be
more than just exaggerated stories.
The current academic position against such
a voyage of discovery 900 years before that
of Christopher Columbus rests solely of the
presumption that Brendan, like earlier potential
transatlantic voyagers, had no knowledge of the
fundamentals of navigation. There can be little
argument about the other side of the technology
required, which is a substantial and seaworthy
enough craft to make the voyage.

This point was proven when a voyage in
the footsteps of St. Brendan, was made by Tim
Severin in 1977. To fulfill the “The Brendan
Voyage” Tim Severin successfully built a
currach, faithful to the construction methods of
6th century shipwrights, and sailed across the
Atlantic proving that the journey could have
been done in principle. So, there only remains
the question of navigation, since motivation is
clearly shown.
As far as this article is concerned, I intend
to show, in combination with my earlier
discovery, that the Celtic cross was a working
navigational instrument, that the legends of
St. Brendan crossing the Atlantic to America
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hold considerable
potential for being
the truth, that it
is highly likely
that St. Brendan
understood the
cross and plumb
line for its true
value using it in
combination with
the more ancient
knowledge
of
his own earlier
ancestors, and that
this discovery was either esoteric in origin or
that he discovered this knowledge from the
prehistoric mounds at Ardfert.
Here is what Maureen Palmer has to say:

“Ardfert was ‘Dedicated’ to Brendan, it
is not the site of his own monastery, there
are many sites dedicated to this saint, he
was very popular in this part of the World.
I visited the ruins of his own monastery
and it is located on the Dingle peninsular,
very close to the photograph of where he
set sail from. There is a National Heritage
plaque at both the take-off point and his
own Monastery dedicating and protecting
both these sites. The Ruins of his Monastery
are located where the sundial is.”

Ard Fertu means the height of the burial
mounds. Ardfert cathedral is built on the earlier
monastic site dedicated to St. Brendan and is in
the process of being restored, although not much
is known about the earlier site only that over
two thousand medieval burials were excavated
and some of the burials had been aligned to an
earlier structure.
Brendan was born in Ciarraighe Luachra, in
County Kerry, Ireland in 484 AD and grew up by
the sea and was a charismatic leader who gained
many followers, this resulted in the founding of
monastic communities along the West Coast of
Ireland over a period of some 30 years.

What is not generally understood is that in
the days of St. Brendan, there were very few
roads.
This was in the early days of the conversion
of Pagans to Christianity by the Holy Roman
Empire. The lack of safe overland routes made
traveling by land a very difficult and sometimes
hazardous affair. The way in which people
travelled around and traded, in ancient times,
was by sea. That is why most major settlements
were by river estuaries and still are to this
day. Evidence of this can be seen through the
monastic sites that Brendan was associated with
being located close to the River Shannon.
Brendan is known to have visited Iona in
Scotland, France and Wales in his voyages. He
started Monasteries in Scotland in locations, by
the water, near the sites of more ancient standing
stones at Kilbrandon and Kilbrennan Sound. Of
his spiritual power and Missionary zeal, there
can be no doubt. This is shown by the expansion
of religious houses to accommodate pilgrims
throughout Ireland. St. Brendan the Navigatorís
most celebrated foundation was Clonfert in
County Galway. He died in 577 AD in sister
Brigaís convent at Enachduin, now known as
Annaghdown. His grave faces the front door of
the Cathedral in Clonfert.
Navigatio Sancti Brendani was an account
written by an Irish monk in the ninth or tenth
century and describes the seven year voyage of
Saint Brendan. More than 100 medieval Latin
manuscripts of this Voyage of Brendan still exist
today. St. Brendan was known to have met St.
Columba and to have voyaged to France with
St. Malo.
The ancient French seafaring port of St.
Malo is named after the Welsh Saint and is the
birth place of Jacques Cartier who was the first
European reputed to land in Canada in 1534 AD.
St. Brendan set forth on a voyage to find the
Blessed Islands, a myth even in his time; They
were looking for the Promised Land, a fabled
place of plenty beyond the western horizon. I
believe that these ancient legends came from
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the earlier sea voyaging “Celtic” peoples. Such
legends may be seen in the funerary culture of
Ancient Egypt thousands of years earlier.
There are varying accounts of between 60
and 150 monks accompanying St. Brendan on
this hazardous voyage and the many accounts of
their amazing adventures are well documented.
Now, It is said that there is no smoke without fire
and there is considerable evidence of artefacts
in America that bear out the possibility that
St. Brendan made it in the steps of his Pagan
ancestors.
So is there evidence of pre Christian crosses
being associated with Brendan? Is there an
astronomical prehistoric understanding of
astronomy and navigation indicated in the
Ardfert crosses?

What I make of it is the following:
The lower cross is a perfect image of the
earliest sextant (astrolabe) known to Man. The
Cross and Plumb line converted into the spinning
wheel of the Celtic cross, an instrument that is
stable at sea.
The upper part of the double cross is the
same as the shapes worn on the chests of the
Knights Templar 700 years later. It is also the
same style as the depictions on the sails of St.
Brendan’s ship, as well as that of Christopher
Columbus and it implies a deep understanding
of the motions of Precession.
The angles formed by the cross arms
represent the seasonal 46.8 degree wobble of
the earth that results in our four seasons. This
astronomical knowledge was inherited from our
pre historic ancestors that built Stonehenge and
the pyramids.
With the working Celtic cross, you can find
both latitude and longitude, since it allows the
user to both measure the angle of heavenly
bodies and tell the time at a local level as well
as at a prime meridian.

The Cross Slab was found in the oldest level
which has not yet been properly excavated
and the stones were in an enclosure. Inside the
Cathedral there are some exhibition boards of
the site during the various periods of restoration
and a photo of the Cross Slab. The note
underneath it just said pre-historic, “perhaps
used as a boundary marker,”
Maureen Palmer wrote:
“In the enclosure which houses the
stones I noticed another one leaning
against the wall. We were informed that it
was the same period as the Cross Slab, but
I noticed this one has the circle both top
and bottom. What do you make of it?”
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Here is more from Maureen Palmer:
“I think Brendan probably got his
Knowledge from the ‘Beehive’ peoples.
Nothing much is known about these
peoples, there is no written history, but
their monuments and dwelling places
show they had an amazing knowledge
of structure and they lived always very
close to the coastline in houses
similar in shape to Beehives. One
of the few Heritage pre-Christian
protected monuments constructed by
the Beehive Peoples is what is called
‘The Oratory’ situated at Gallerus on
the Dingle peninsula. This structure is
built in the shape of an upturned boat,
and aligned in such a manner that the
Sun entered a small window facing
East in the morning and entered the
doorway facing West in the evening.
The building method they used is what
is known as ‘corbelling’, they did not

use any mortar in these constructions,
yet in all the hundreds of years that this
monument has stood not one single drop
of rainwater has seeped inside.”
The Oratory pictured below, although quite
ancient, was built on an even older site . . . and
guess what I found there?

Ever wonder what the Celtic Cross is all about?

The Celtic Guide is honored and very appreciative to include Crichton Miller
as one of its many contributing authors. There is undoubtably no other person alive, or
perhaps who has ever lived, who has more deeply studied the history and purpose of
the Celtic Cross. In his writings, Crichton reveals how this ancient measuring device,
which predates even the pyramids of Giza, was also used for maritime navigation.
Like much of pre-Dark Age knowledge, its symbol was kept alive in the land of the
Celt, in Ireland and Scotland, as grave markers, jewelry, and more.
Available soon
				
The author tells us on Kindle and

Crichton E M Miller

as eBook
Christ said “seek and you will find.”
“The truth will set you free” is often used as an ideal to aspire to.
But is illusion more comfortable for the Human condition?
This work shows that most ancient religions were born out of
measurement, and therefore modern science is descended from that
same tree of knowledge. Yet the gulf between has become widened
by a lack of understanding of archaic words and symbols.
The Celtic inheritance of ancient practical seafaring skills and the
revealing symbols may unlock a door to a hitherto unseen history.
I am a Scottish sailor with an interest in ancient histories,
philosophies and religion who has written of his discoveries so that
others might tread the path behind the door that has remained firmly
shut for a thousand years.

http://www.crichtonmiller.com
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Make up your own mind. Did Brendan cross
Is the net finally closing on the truth about
the ocean with only an image of stone in his our ancient seafaring past?
head, or did he have a living working cross like
Was Brendan another of those adventuring
this one? [pictured below]
stalwarts who made it to America like his
ancestors before him, using an even older
knowledge of stellar navigation than we can yet
comprehend?

This working Celtic Cross measures the angle
of the rising sun. If you want to learn how the
cross really works read The Golden Thread of
Time ISBN 9541639 by Crichton E M Miller.
visit www.crichtonmiller.com

Victoria Roberts writes Scottish historical romance
about kilted heroes and warriors from the past. The
first of her debut series, Temptation in a Kilt, will be
available from Sourcebooks Casablanca in September
2012. For more information, please visit her web site at

www.victoriarobertsauthor.com
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The Liggars’ Stane
We, in Scotland, are delighted to learn that
the July issue of Celtic Guide will be dedicated
to the Battle of Red Harlaw, or as we say in
Old Scots, “Reid Harlaw.” As a precursor to
that issue we offer this Harlaw-related Celtic
mystery of the Liggar’s Stane.
A prehistoric stone called the Liggars’
Stane has been caught up in the folklore of
the battle. In its original position in a field
near Harlaw House, it was said to mark the
spot where a group of women camp followers
slain at Harlaw were buried.
In the Royal Commission on the Ancient
and Historical Monuments of Scotland
(RCAHMS) records, the Liggars’ Stane is
described as a large whinstone (hard, dark
coloured rock), about 7 ft (2.13m) high and 2
ft (0.61m) broad.
In 1845 (RCAHMS) it was said that a
few years previously there were two of these
stones but one was broken up and used as
building material for a nearby farmhouse.
The Liggars’ Stane has since been moved
and is now used as a gate post. It can be found
at the entrance to fields on the west side of
the road running north-east from Harlaw House.
Although this stone is only 1.6m high it is 0.6m
wide it could be the stone described above.
One explanation of the name Liggars’ Stane
comes from a Scots word lickerstane, referring
to a stone on which the coffin was rested on the
way to burial in the parish kirkyard. It has also
been suggested that they are vertical monoliths
and some are remains of burial cairns.
In William Alexander’s Place Names of
Aberdeenshire (1952), which remains by far
the best survey of Aberdeenshire place names,
he gives another local (and equally misleading)
explanation. He suggests that it was traditionally
the site of the camp of the Highland army at
Harlaw, and may be from leaguer camp.

by Albert Thomson

The New Statistical Account of 1845 states
that it was reputedly put up to mark the burial
place of the females who followed the soldiers
and who were slain at the battle.
In July 2011, Sheena Blackhall wrote and
performed “The Liggars’ Stane” at Aberdeen
Town House as part of a tremendously successful
celebrations for the 600th anniversary of the
Battle of Harlaw.
After 600 years, an organization has finally
been formed to preserve the memory and
history of this significant battle. A visit to our
web site will reveal many similar stories and
much more information on the battle and on our
organization.

http://www.freensoreidharlaw.com
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Hill
of
Tara

by Kristin Olsen

Where the past haunts,
the present taunts, and
the future is uncertain.

The Hill of Tara, known as
Teamhair in Gaelic, is an ancient
mount of dirt steeped in history. It
is located near the River Boyne in
County Meath, Leinster, Ireland.
At first glance it appears to the
visitor and observer as simply
a mount of Irish sod with no
apparent monuments, diamonds,
treasures or anything of historic
value. What it really is lies in
the hearts, minds and souls of
the Irish people. This impressive
landscape was in ancient times
said to be the seat of the High
Half the counties of Ireland can be seen from the Hill of Tara.
King of Ireland.
This once great seat of ancient power in
The Otherworld, according to the legends,
Ireland was said to be the power zone for at least basically had three levels. These levels included
142 kings that according to historical tales had the upperworld, middle world and underworld.
reigned there in prehistoric and historic times. Most Celtic myth and lore explore what is known
In the Irish religion of old, and in mythology, as the Tir na nÓg. It is sometimes seen in Irish
Temair was the sacred dwelling place for the tales as an island far to the west of Ireland.
gods. It also has been deemed the entrance to
To reach this sacred land one must travel over
the otherworld.
the water and a far distance indeed. Water is
The otherworld in Ancient Irish mythology present in most tales about the journey to the Tir
had several realms and each had it’s own na nÓg. Water is a symbol of rebirth and purity,
associations. Tír na nÓg or the Land of the so it makes sense one must travel via water to
Youth was how the Otherworld is seen. The reach such a sacred land. It is cleansing just to
Otherworld is believed to have been located in take the journey.
several areas in Ireland and is said to be hidden
Other myths offer a wide range of ways
by magic, in an underground fortress called you can enter the underworld. Two of the most
Sidhe. The word Sidhe means “Fairy Fort”.
popular are via a Sidhe, the Gaelic word for
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mound or hill and via the Fairy women such
as the Banshee Fairy. This is the land of our
ancestors. This island stands still to time and
is the place of myth and fantasy. Heroes and
Heroines, gods and goddesses live suspended in
mist on the island of legend.
Archaeologists have identified pre-Celtic
monuments and buildings dating back to the
Neolithic period around 5,000 years ago.
One of these very prevalent structures is the
Mound of the Hostages. Within the Mound is
a short passage, which aligned with sunrise
and coincided with the solstices and equinoxes.
These dates closely followed the Celtic festivals
of Samhain and Imbolc. For the ancient pagan
Celts these were very important as Samhain
was the preparation for winter and Imbolc was
the preparation for springtime and planting.
St. Patrick, in legend, is said to have visited
the hill on the eve of Easter in 433 A.D. He lit a
Paschal or Easter fire which could be seen from
the nearby hill of Tara, the kings seat of power.
This was the feast of Beltane and the King had
also lit a fire to celebrate that pagan feast day. It
was against the law to light any fire in the area
while this was taking place. Laoghaire, the king
at that time, returned to the hill of Tara to arrest
the violator. Legend says that St. Patrick held up
a Shamrock and proceeded to convince the King
of the belief and power of Christianity and the
power of God, the Father, his Son and the Holy
Trinity. St. Patrick thought that this power of the
Trinity would be useful to the king who wished
that his soldiers could be as brave as St. Patrick
and his followers. The King did ,according
to Irish stories, take the group prisoner and
marched them back to the Hill of Tara. The
next day, they were spared and were allowed to
preach Christianity to the Pagan army. Today,
the ruins of a Franciscan Monastery built in
1512 are atop that site on the Tara.
The Hill of Tara has remained a marker
through the ages. During the Rebellion of 1798,
United Irishmen formed a camp on the hill but
were attacked and defeated by British troops on

26 May 1798. The Stone of Destiny is said to
have resided atop the Hill of Tara and was used
in ancient times to crown the King in ceremony.
At the time of the rebellion of 1798 it is said that
the Stone of Destiny, Lia Fáil was moved to mark
the graves of the 400 rebels who died on the hill
that day in defiance of British troops. In 1843,
Parliament member Daniel O’Connell is said to
have hosted a peaceful political demonstration
on Hill of Tara in favor of repeal of the Act of
Union, which drew over 750,000 people. He
hosted many such events throughout Ireland
in protest of the British Rule. The fact that he
hosted an event at the Hill of Tara suggests that
even centuries after St. Patrick converted the
Pagan’s of Ireland to Christians, this landmark
has significance in the hearts of the Irish people.
The Hill of Tara has endured many a triumph
and tragedy throughout history.
Yet another exploration of the Hill of Tara
occurred in the early 20th century when a group
of Israelites visited to find proof that the Arc of
the Covenant was buried somewhere within the
famous hill. They dug the Mound of the Synods
in search of the Arc. They found some Roman
coins and other artifacts located there suggesting
that nobility and kings far into antiquity used
Tara. An official excavation in the 1950s
revealed circles of postholes, indicating the
construction of substantial buildings at the Hill
of Tara. An interesting albeit odd and historically
challenging theory suggests Tara was the ancient
capital of the lost kingdom of Atlantis. The
mythical land of Atlantis was Ireland, according
to a book published by geologist Ulf Erlingsson
Atlantis from a Geographer’s Perspective:
Mapping the Fairy Land. While these latest
visits to the Hill of Tara are controversial they
establish that this Irish landmark is still in the
forefront of controversy and discovery.
After years of planning The Irish government
has seen fit to build the M3 highway through
the Tara-Skyrne Valley. It cuts right near the
Hill of Tara and the valley that holds countless
artifacts and gravesites and unknown and
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unexplored underground chambers and caves.
The expansion includes a section running along
the east side of the Hill of Tara about a mile
from the summit. The M3 Project was approved
by the government in 2003 and begun in 2005.
As the land was prepared for the highway, sadly
rapid archeology and roadwork occurred as it
waited for the courts to sort out of the petitions
and protests While the government explained
all finds would be cataloged and preserved, this
most likely did not occur. The whole of this
area of County Meath is rich with archeological
information. The M3 highway was completed
and opened on June 4th 2010 to the public.
A conservation plan has been commissioned
for the State-owned lands on the Hill of Tara by
the Minister for Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht,
Jimmy Deenihan. The minister, in collaboration
with the Office of Public Works (OPW) and
the Heritage Council, has commissioned the
Discovery Program to undertake the plan,
which, he said, “will illustrate the unique
cultural and historical significance of Tara
and identify appropriate policies to ensure
its preservation and presentation”. While the
conservation plan will also consider access and

visitor amenity issues, Mr. Deenihan stressed
that Tara was “essentially an outdoor experience
and that should not change.” Conservation plan
to protect Hill of Tara in the future (excerpt
by John Donohoe Updated: Wednesday, 1st
February, 2012 4:54pm)
The ancient Hill of Tara, once a prominent
landmark in Ireland and seat of the high kings
has gone through many changes. Its past is
steeped in tradition and provided enlightenment
to those that sought the wisdom of the ancient
Celtic People. It transversed time and destiny to
become a spring board for St. Patrick to teach
the pagan Irish people about Christianity and
the Trinity. It survived a search by Israelites
for the arc of the covenant and invasions by
British forces upon its land and the people of
that land. The Hill of Tara perseveres today in
the face of modern culture with its bulldozers
and asphalt. This ancient and proud monument,
now in disrepair, and in need of TLC, is getting
exactly that from its people. A monument that
withstands time and gives a sense of harmony
and belonging to a proud Celtic People shall
stand for future generations to observe, search,
ponder and honor!

Come fly with us to a
Castle in the Skye!!!
Join us in re-creating this
Spiritual Centre that will elevate
& transform the consciousness
of the planet!!
For information on the
Dunscaith Project, or to donate
funding, time, or professional
expertise, please contact us at -

dunscaithinfo@gmail.com
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Scotland
L
L
and of myth and

egend

by Victoria Roberts

This wonderful photo by Cameron Morrison shows Eas Chia-aig, or the Witch’s Waterfall, so
named after the witch who drowned here. After being accused of poisoning the local water, the
“witch” was apprehended, but made her escape. After a long pursuit, she slipped on the rocks,
fell into the plunge pool, and drowned. This setting is also where the actor Liam Neeson escaped
custody in the equally wonderful “Rob Roy” movie.
Everyone has heard a story about a myth or
a legend. Growing up, my friends and I shared
many a tale about a ghostly apparition or a
troubled spirit. Whether these myths were based
on fact or fiction remains a mystery. Perhaps
these were simply stories passed down from
generation to generation to ward off evil doers or
maybe they were only tales to frighten children
to keep them in their beds at night. Could one
answer possibly be as simple as tradition? I
heard the following story many years ago and it
never ceases to make me laugh.
Three generations of women were gathered
to enjoy a holiday. As the youngest woman
prepared her first holiday ham, the woman’s
husband came into the kitchen and asked, “Why
are you cutting off the ends of the ham?”

The woman smiled at her husband and
replied, “No one eats the ends. It’s bad luck.
You’re supposed to cut the ends off when you
bake it.”
The husband’s eyes widened. “No, you’re
not.”
The young woman decided she would settle
this once and for all and she called her mother
into the kitchen. “Mom, please tell him you are
to cut off the ends of a ham when you bake it.”
The mother confirmed her daughter’s claim
and when the husband asked why, the mother
wasn’t really sure. “We always do it that way.
That’s the way my mother taught me. You’re to
never eat the ends.”
When curiosity got the best of the women,
the young woman called her grandmother into
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the kitchen. “Grandma, could you please tell
my husband that you have to cut off the ends of
a ham when you bake it?”
The grandmother nodded in agreement and
when the young woman’s husband asked the
grandmother why, the older woman shrugged.
“Growing up, we never had a pan big enough to
hold the ham. We had to cut off the ends of the
ham to fit the pan.”
And so a family tradition was born because
the cooking utensils weren’t large enough to
cook the meal.
Every culture has traditions, superstitions
and folklore. Could some of these myths and
legends actually be based upon tradition? Is it
possible that perhaps each generation passed
down the same or similar story to the next in
line? Knowing the difference can be a fine line
between the truth and what someone actually
perceives to be reality. Perhaps these are merely
great storytellers weaving a silken thread of
mystery and intrigue.
Celtic countries are full of myths and legends.
Scotland is no different. The stories of mystical
Scotland have inspired artists, poets and many
of my paranormal author friends. In fact, entire
books are written about Scottish myths and
legends, but I’d thought to share a few stories of
interest lest the Celtic Guide be novel-length.

One of the most well-known mysteries in
Scotland is the Loch Ness Monster a.k.a. Nessie.
The dinosaur-like creature swims the shores
and the depths of Loch Ness in the Scottish
Highlands, or so it is told. Over 1,500 years ago,
an enormous creature is said to have jumped out
of a loch near Inverness and make a meal out of
a local farmer. Since then, the myth of the Loch
Ness Monster is known far and wide.

One more photo from along Loch Ness, donated
by author Maeve Greyson. Could this be . . . ?

Another Scottish tale is told of the mythical
kelpie. Kelpies are supernatural water horses
that are known to haunt Scotland’s lochs and
rivers. The mystical horse appears to its victims
as a dark grey or white pony, enticing its prey
to ride on its back. Once the unknowing person
climbs upon its back, the dastardly
horse would take its rider down to
a watery grave. Author note: I’ve
been known to meet a horse or
two with the same temperament,
but I assure you it was no mystical
creature—beast maybe, but not in
the supernatural sense.
Selkies are another water
creature, but unlike the kelpie, a
selkie is able to transform back and
forth between seal and human form.
This legend supposedly originated
This photo, taken on the banks of Loch Ness, was donated on the Orkney and Shetland Islands.
by author Maeve Greyson whose Magical Romance Sifting The tale is told that a man found a
beautiful female selkie sunbathing
Through Time can be found at www.maevegreyson.com
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on the beach. The man stole the selkie’s skin and
forced the selkie woman to become his wife and
bear his children. Years later, the bonny selkie
found her hidden skin and escaped back to the
sea in seal form.
The Bean-Nighe, Scottish Gaelic for ‘washer
woman,’ is a Scottish fairy seen as the omen of
death. Some say she can be found by streams
and bodies of water, washing the clothes of
those who are about to die.
Moving from water to land, many countries
have stories about roaming werewolves. The
wulver, a werewolf in Shetland, is said to have
the body of a man with a wolf’s head. Unlike
Hollywood creations, the wulver is said to have

left fish on the windowsills of poor families.
One of the most gruesome Scottish legends
is the story of Sawney Bean. To this day, it is
unknown whether Alexander ‘Sawney’ Bean was
actually a real person or just a figment of a creative
imagination. According to legend, Sawney Bean
was the head of an unsavory, cannibalistic clan
in the 15th century. It is claimed that Sawney,
his wife and 46 grandchildren, killed and fed
on over one thousand victims before they were
captured and eventually executed.
Every culture is full of myths and legends,
superstitions and folklore. Could some of these
mysteries be based on fact—or are they entirely
fiction? Perhaps a little of both.

Celtic Warrior Pendant
Actual size: 1” x 1/8” diameter. This Shield of protection is a Celtic design based on the
numbers 3 and 4, which enable magical powers to come into play that help provide circles
of protection and other important esoteric forces to enhance well being. The central design
in this work is a Quatrefoil composed of 4 circles interlocked into magical Celtic Knots. They
represent the four corners of the Earth, the 4 winds, the 4 elements: earth, air, water, and fire.
Most importantly these points represent the 4 angelic guardians. The quatrefoil is a symbol
of good luck as in the 4-Leaf clover. One of several world symbols, this design is where the
4 realms of North, South, East, and west are joined and the 4 elemental angelic guardians
bring protection to those who wear this amulet. Comes on an adjustable black cord.

Artzy Claddagh Shamrock Cake Topper
These tops measure approx. 4.25” wide x 4.25 - 5.25” High (depending on design) and are
3/8” thick acrylic. A clear acrylic plate is included, for extra support on cake surface (most
will stand on their own). Afterwards, this top becomes a keepsake to remember your special
day. Personalize with your names and date. We will engrave layout and font as shown.

Trinity Knot Cake Topper
Ceramic Trinity Knot Cake topper. Perfect for any wedding. Trinity is the symbol of the
divine, but also the interlocking knot work symbolizes the unending union of love.
Kristin Olsen is the proprietor of the Celtic Attic web site, where you
xwill find all types of Irish, Scottish and Viking imports. Kristin won’t
xxxxsell anything that she is not absolutely proud of. “I want happy
xxxxcustomers, I want repeat customers, I want my customers to call
xxxxme by my first name and have a smile part their lips when they
xxthink of Celtic Attic and the pride of the Celts & the Vikings!

http://www.celticattic.com
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Spooky Scotland

With all of its ancient castles, churches,
graveyards, and misty expanses, Scotland is
beautiful and, at the same time, it can be spooky.
I know this firsthand, having visited the country
three times.
My most magical experience took place in
the year 2000 as I spent four days studying at
the Clan Donald Center library, and visiting my
family’s castles.
This most remarkable memory was of an
evening in Ardvasar, a small community further
out on the tip of Skye, past the Clan Donald
complex.
I was staying at the top of a hill that
overlooked the Sound of Sleat, where the ferry
“Lord of the Isles” crosses each day to bring its
load of tourists and visitors to Skye.

&

The Second Sight
by Jim McQuiston

The bed and breakfast, where I
was lodging, also happened to be
the local post office, and the lady
of the house was also the local
ambulance driver. Ardvasar is
obviously a small town in a very
far-away location.
Just down the cobblestone road
from my B&B stood the Ardvasar
Hotel. It was here that I was to
experience a time warp of sorts, on
of all days, my 50th birthday, which
I had always said I would spend on
the Isle of Skye.
For many years I had vowed to be
on Skye on my 50th and my children
made it possible by purchasing a
plane ticket to Scotland for me, for
that week. With little sleep, I drove
a few hours, from the Glasgow
Airport, to an overnight stay in
Crianlarich, about 6 miles above
the head of Loch Lomond.
The next morning the wind was
howling and I was told about a gale blowing in
from the Atlantic, and about a fishing trawler,
missing off the coast of Skye, which it was
feared had sunk with all hands. When I reached
Skye, I checked into my B&B and headed for
the Clan Donald Center, where I spent much of
the next few days.
At night I ate at the Ardvasar Hotel and,
when the big day came, my landlords asked if
I was going to the birthday party that night, at
the hotel. I was a little surprised as I hadn’t told
anyone that it was my birthday. I was even more
surprised to find out they weren’t talking about
me, but rather about the owner of the pub, who
was also celebrating his birthday that day.
The innkeeper was a former MIA agent and
had settled down in this far off, peaceful place.
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something shiny
out of his pocket.
Was it a gun . . .
a knife?
No! It was a . . .
cell phone!
My little time
travel came to
an abrupt halt as
he made a call
on that modern
contraption.
Eventually, my
host joined me and
we shared some
stories and some
pints. Later, as I
Above is the Ardvasar Hotel, on the very tip of the Isle of Skye Sleat walked along the
Peninsula, where I ate my dinners for four consecutive nights. I celebrated my rugged sea shore,
50th birthday in the pub, here, along with the owner, who was also celebrating looking down at
his birthday the very same day. It was very easy to go back in time inside this the seaweed, the
ancient pub, which faces out toward the open waters of the Sound of Sleat.
black water, and
As I arrived at the pub, the barmaid, dressed remnants of old stone buildings, I thought –
in a typical, old-fashioned, wench-type outfit, “If I could ever be frozen in time, let it be now!”
went to the kitchen door and quietly whispered,
~
“The American is here. . . ”
Scotland has a wide collection of
My host came out to greet me and said he’d superstitions, including loch monsters, fairies,
return to eat supper with me and buy me a few and the belief in curses. The Celtic celebration
rounds of Guinness.
of Beltane on May 1st, in now generally known
While I waited for my food, I overheard as May Day. What is Halloween, today, is based
six to eight fisherman, bellied up to the bar, on the old Celtic New Year of Samhuin. This
discuss the lost trawler. I specifically heard one Celtic celebration began on October 31st, with
of them say that the sailors out on the Orkneys November 1st being the first day of the year.
considered themselves Vikings, not Scots.
At this time of year, spirits from the
Each man was dressed in ancient looking Otherworld were said to be closest to those on
fisherman’s garb of a pullover style of jacket, earth. It was also at this time that the gods of
covering a woolen sweater, and most had navy the Druids were to be appeased, and when “old
blue sea caps on their heads. Their clothing, souls” would meet again on Earth.
their accents, and their demeanor combined to
During the celebration of Samhuin the veil
send me back in time.
between this world and the next was thought
The spell I was under was broken when one to be so thin that the dead could even return to
young man backed out of the crowd and pulled warm themselves at the hearths of the living, and
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some of the living - especially poets - were able
to enter the Otherworld. It was as if a veil was
parted between yesterday, today and tomorrow.
Samhuin not withstanding, there appear to
have been some people in Scotland who were
able to break through this mysterious veil at
any time of the year, because they possessed
what was known as “the second sight.” Those
who had this gift seemed to be able to trick the
barrier of time and dimension, often seeing into
the future with considerable accuracy.
In an old family record book, one of my great
aunts is described as having “her second sight”
– that simple, that nondescript, for such an odd
ability. This odd ability was not always a sought
after possession, and was often considered a
curse. The Gaelic name for this gift was dashealladh or taibhsearachd, which does not
literally mean “the second sight,” but rather
“the two sights.”
Normal vision is considered one sight, but
the world of spirits was visible only to certain
people, and the possession of this additional
vision gave them the “two sights.” Through
this gift they could see the ghosts of the
dead revisiting the earth, and the doubles, or
apparitions of the living.
Many Gaelic words referring to spirits and
ghosts begin with the syllable ta. The object seen
is called taibhs, the person seeing it is called a
taibhsear. Tannas refers to a specter, generally
of the dead. Tamhasg is the double or spirit of
a living person. Tachar was sometimes used to
help describe places where visions took place.
Perhaps the most famous of all Scottish
possessors of second sight was known as the
Brahan Seer - one Kenneth Odhar, born at Uig,
on the Isle of Lewis, about 1650, just across
the water from Ardvasar, where I sat 350 years
later.
Odhar became a laborer on the Brahan estates,
the seat of the Seaforth chieftains, located in the
shire of Ross. Odhar’s predictions are legendary.
While most people who were thought to have
the gift of second sight seemed unaware of its

source, a legend is told of how Kenneth gained
his. As the story goes, his mother was startled,
one night, to see spirits floating out of their
graves at a Uig burial ground. She poked her
staff into one of the graves to prevent it’s owner
from returning.
The dead woman, pleading to regain her
resting place, offered Kenneth’s mother a small
blue- black stone with a hole in the center, which
would allow her son to look into the future.
Regardless of the veracity of the legend, it
is quite possible that Kenneth used such a stone
for his scrying, or seeing into the future. Oracles
have traditionally used some type of focal point
tool such as a crystal ball or point of light, a tea
leaf or even a bowl of water. It has been said
that some Scots simply used the shoulder of a
sheep for this purpose. Others stood under the
archway of their door and focused on the distant
horizon.
The purpose for all of these tools was to take
the person’s mind off themselves and allow
them to wander into another time or dimension
from where they received their visions.
In the words of Samuel Coleridge, “As the
sun, ere it is risen, sometimes paints its image in
the atmosphere - so often do the spirits of great
events stride on before the events, and in today
already walks tomorrow.”
Among Kenneth Odhar’s predictions was one
concerning the tragic battle at Culloden, fought
almost one hundred years later on Drumossie
Moor. He is quoted as saying, “Oh! Drumossie,
thy bleak moor shall, ere many generations have
passed away, be stained with the best blood of
the Highlands. Glad I am that I will not see that
day, for it will be a fearful period; heads will be
lopped off by the score and no mercy will be
shown or quarter given on either side.”
Another prediction explained that, “the time
will come when full-rigged ships will be seen
sailing eastwards and westwards by the back of
Tomnahurich near Inverness”, thus foretelling
the Caledonia Canal, built many years after
Kenneth’s death.
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Though Kenneth made several predictions,
his final one led to his tortuous death, when
he told the lady of the Seaforth manor that her
husband was away with a mistress. Perhaps to
save face, she had the poor prophet burned to
death in a tar barrel.

several “wizards” including one Coinneach
Odhar. Coinneach is Gaelic for Kenneth.
Though he may have been one of the more
famous legends of second sight, the Brahan
Seer was hardly alone. Other well-known seers
included Rev. John Morrison, a minister near
Inverness, and Rev. John Kennedy, a Dingwall
“Free Church” minister.
In his book The Days of the Fathers in Rossshire (1861), Kennedy also claimed the gift for
his own father, and for several other people he
knew to possess second sight.
It is interesting that many men of the church
were believers or at least held an interest in this
phenomenon. In 1763, Rev. John Fraser wrote
Deuterosophia (Second Knowledge) or a brief
Discourse concerning Second Sight.
In 1696, John Aubrey also addressed the
issue in his Mescellanies, shown below.

Brahan Seer Memorial at Chanonry Point

There are some who believe the Brahan Seer
was a fictional character, meant to represent
the stereotypical Highland seer, much like the
character Bo Jangles, in America’s southland,
represented African-American dance men of
Vaudeville, or how G.I. Joe refers to the average
American soldier. Others believe Kenneth to be
the one and only Brahan Seer.
Kenneth was likely credited with many
predictions that he may never have made, and it
is said that he was long dead before the Seaforths
even established themselves in Ross.
However, the most convincing evidence
that Kenneth did exist is a 16th century order,
discovered by William Mackenzie, editor of
Barbour’s Bruce, which was sent to Rossshire authorities demanding that they prosecute
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As late as 1902, John Campbell wrote – “The
shepherds of the Hebrides Isles are usually
credited with the largest possession of the gift,
but the doctrine was well known over the whole
Highlands, and as firmly believed in Rossshire and the highlands of Perthshire as in the
remotest Hebrides.”
Joseph Waldron, writing from 1726 through
1744, describes it as existing in his time in
the Isle of Man – “It is a Celtic belief, and the
suggestion that it is the remains of the magic of
the Druids is not unreasonable.”
That there was widespread belief in second
sight, and much investigation into the subject, is
well-documented. It has been, to some degree,
mentioned in stories about the heroes Robert
Bruce and William Wallace, and especially in
connection with the ill-fated King James I.
Common folk throughout the Highlands were
said to possess this gift and several well-known
explorers and writers on the Highlands and
Islands of Scotland reported on this experience.
Martin Martin, author of A Description
of the Western Isles of Scotland (from 1703)
recorded information on second sight, as did Dr.
Samuel Johnson in his Journey to the Hebrides,
published in 1775.
James Boswell, Johnson’s biographer, and
fellow traveler to the western isles, also wrote of
the gift. In their co-authored book A Journey to
the Western Isles, Boswell and Johnson wrote,
“We should have had little claim to the praise
of curiosity, if we had not endeavored with
particular attention to examine the question of
the second sight . . . of an opinion received for
centuries by a whole nation, and supposed to
be confirmed through its descent, by a series of
successive facts . . .”
Sir Walter Scott, while visiting the Isle
of Skye, wrote, “We learn that most of the
Highland superstitions of the second sight are
still in force.”
In 1815, Scott released an edited version
of Reverend Robert Kirk’s The Secret
Commonwealth, first issued in 1691, which dealt

extensively with second sight. In Waverley, Scott
seems to link second sight with Jacobitism.
Even Robbie Burns got in on the act in
a poem he wrote to John Maxwell, entitled
“Health to the Maxwells’ Veteran Chief!” In the
second stanza Burns claims second sight as his
own when he makes the following prophecy:
“This day thou metes
threescore eleven,
And I can tell that
bounteous Heaven.
(The second-sight, ye ken,
is given To ilka Poet)
On thee a tack
o’ seven times seven,
Will yet bestow it.”
Martin, Johnson, Boswell, Scott, and Burns
are five of the most famous and often-quoted
recorders of early life in Scotland, and all were
aware of the common belief in second sight.
Others made their own investigations into this
special gift. Robert Boyle, Henry More, Samuel
Pepys, and Joseph Glanvil carried out so-called
“scientific studies”. Glanvil was a self-styled
skeptic and a member of the Royal Society, (the
UK’s national academy of science) who became
a believer, and to whom much credit is given as
the initiator of psychical research.
By the mid to late 1800s, Spiritualism,
at least in part a spin-off of the second sight
phenomenon, had taken the world by storm. The
American Civil War is credited with causing
thousands of people to attempt to contact their
departed relatives, who had been killed in
that terrible conflict, turning to mediums and
psychics in the process.
In the 1880s, the London-based Society for
Psychical Research began occupying itself with
the collection and examination of evidence on
second sight. There were many well-known
names among its members including one of
its principal supporters, the Stewart (or Stuart)
Marquess of Bute, a descendant of Robert the
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Bruce through his son, Robert II, who also held
the titles Baron Cardiff, Viscount Mountjoy, and
Earl of Windsor.
Other members were Arthur Balfour, 1st
Earl of Balfour, then a member of the House
of Commons and later the Prime Minister of
England, along with his sister, Eleanor.
Gerald Balfour, second Earl of Balfour, was
also a member as was the Earl of Crawford
and Balcarres, Lord Rayleigh, and a dozen or
so prominent men of science – doctors and
professors, both British and foreign.
Another very prominent member of the
group was Britain’s then Prime Minister,
William Gladstone, born in England of Scottish
descent, whose boyhood home was known
coincidentally, or not, as Seaforth House.
The secretary/treasurer of the society
was Duncan Mackintosh from the Bank of
Scotland.
Two brilliant authors, Mark Twain and Lewis
Carroll, joined the group, too.
These men are still two of the most often
quoted writers in modern self-help books, and
books on spirituality.
It is obvious that the Society for Psychical
Research was not a group of easily-fooled
fanatics, but rather some of the more highlyplaced, intelligent members of society.
For several years the working members of this
Society were occupied with collecting first hand
well-attested experiences which appeared to be
super-normal. As part of its larger investigation
into psychic happenings, the society decided to
investigate second sight in the Highlands and
Islands.
In the late 1880s, Rev. Peter Dewar, of
Rothesay, accepted the position of secretary,
and sent out nearly two thousand questionnaires
to ministers, schoolmasters, doctors, heads of
police, land owners, and, as far as possible, to
representatives of all classes in Gaelic-speaking
districts of the Highlands.
Out of these, only sixty were returned
completely filled in, and only about half were

answered in the affirmative to the following
questions :
1. Is Second Sight believed in by the people
of your neighborhood?
2. Have you yourself seen or heard of any
cases which appear to imply such a gift? If so,
will you send me the facts?
3. Can you refer me to any one who has had
personal experience, and who would be disposed
to make a statement to me on the subject?
4. Do you know of any persons who feel an
interest, and who would be disposed to help in
this inquiry?
At the end of six months, Lord Bute sent a
second questionnaire in his own name, with
somewhat better results, two hundred and ten
being sent back, out of which sixty- four answers
were more or less affirmative.
Finally, a Miss A. Goodrich-Freer was sent
as a representative of the society to personally
interview households which had not filled out
the form. She wrote – “It was not till I came to
the Highlands for the purposes of this enquiry
myself, that I realized how entirely unlikely
it was that such an attempt should have any
success. I found that, in a great number of
instances, the circulars had been neglected,
not from indifference or lack of attention, but
because many recipients felt that a subject
which, if not a motive force in their own lives,
was at least a tradition reverently received from
their ancestors — one too great for their powers
of handling, too sacred for discussion with
strangers. The Presbyterians more especially
showed a reluctance to commit their experiences
to writing, though entirely courteous and willing
when personally approached.”
The general conclusion from the study
was that a significant number of people in the
Highlands and Islands still believed in second
sight. In a place where credence was given to
loch monsters, fairies, and curses, this is not too
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surprising, although there may have been more
to this particular belief.
Events foretold, through second sight, might
include the arrival of a ship or of the master of
the house, a future scene of a terrible battle, or,
most commonly, the death of a person. The latter
was sometimes accompanied by a vision of a
woman washing a death shroud for the soon-tobe-departed individual.
One such premonition concerned the Chief
of Clan Ranald, one Mac ‘ic Ailein nan Eilean,
from the island of Benbecula. The chief’s
henchman came upon a washer woman singing
a death dirge, one evening, and insisted she tell
him for whom she sang.
After some convincing she revealed that it
was his own chief
who would soon
die, stating, “He
shall never again
in his living life of
the world go tither
nor come hither
across the clachan
(a community) of
Dun Borve.”
The henchmen
went immediately
to the leader of
Clan Ranald and
relayed the story.
The chief, perhaps
in a panic, had a
new coracle, or
small boat, built
and he was last
seen paddling away
from the area of
Dun Borve, never
to be witnessed by
human eyes again.
In spite of all the strange beliefs of the
Scottish Highlands and Islands there has been
much research carried out specifically in regard
to the belief in second sight, and there have been

many tales told around the rest of the world,
since, to bolster the claim of psychic ability.
Even today, top television shows, from Larry
King to Oprah Winfrey, often feature related
stories. Many police departments regularly
use psychics to help develop leads and solve
crimes.
Psychic fairs are becoming commonplace,
and lectures and classes on the subject are
regularly advertised in local newspapers and
magazines. The belief is becoming accepted
here, just like back in spooky old Scotland.
That there may be something legitimate to
the phenomenon of second sight speaks well
of the Highlanders of old for recognizing it so
many years ago.

ABOVE: The scared Isle of Iona. This was
the heart of Culdee Christianity and is still a
major place of worship for people from all
over the world, including many Spiritualists.
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So, what’s next?

Perhaps there have always been pirates . . . at least since the first primitive
boats set sail with booty worth the capturing. The Celts and Vikings were no slouches
when it came to seabound treachery. Though the Vikings may have perfected the first
ships fast enough to quickly outrun all others, the Celts produced some of the most
notorious pirates in legend and history. Ireland handed over perhaps the two most
famous female pirates – Ann Bonney and Grace O’Malley. Scotland gave us Captain
Kidd and many more. The June Guide should be a fun and educational issue!
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Pirates Only

All others will walk the plank!
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